Launching of the SpeechWare PhraseWizard application at LegalTech 2017
Exclusively licensed to individual End-users of speech recognition systems

https://www.tablemike.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Launching-of-PhraseWizard-application-for-speech-recognition-in-LegalTech-2017.pdf

New York, 30/01 January 2017
SpeechWare and its US distributor SR Microphones jointly announce the availability of PhraseWizard,
exclusively licensed to End-users of speech recognition systems. Please check:



https://www.tablemike.com/applications/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HnpSpT9acos&feature=youtu.be (teaser video)

According to the webpage above:
“PhraseWizard is the ultimate tool for speech recognition vocabulary customization and a superior user
experience or language use analysis. It allows lightning fast processing of a virtually unlimited number of
documents, web pages and sub-web pages for: (1) cleanup (of tags, frequent typos, names and addresses,
etc.), as well as (2) extraction of “phrases” with proper capitalization, abbreviations, acronyms,
hyphenations and virtually any other complex word (with customized RegEx); according to the preferences or
needs of each user.”
In fact, Dragon NaturallySpeaking is only able to scan local txt or Word documents (with the same version of
the application that generated them) for new words; PhraseWizard for capitalized expressions, acronyms,
abbreviations and hyphenated words and even without having Word installed (!). Besides it is also able to
clean them up as well as process html files, locally or in the web, to facilitate their subsequent Dragon
analysis with the “Learn from specific documents…” functionality.
In another words, what this piece of software allows you to do is to scan a virtually unlimited number of
documents such as text files, Word documents and even online web pages and local html documents (!) to
quickly create a powerful Dragon or Windows Speech custom vocabulary which can include a mixture of
individual words, phrases with capitalisation, acronyms, abbreviations and hyphenations; the typical
obstacles for top-class accuracy --whose improper handling discourage so many existing and potential users
of speech recognition. The more technical your user vocabulary, the most useful Phrase Wizard will be for
you. Besides, the application might be quite useful for users of speech recognition systems in other
languages other than English, where the speech models might not be so fine-tuned or accurate…
Users of Dragon NaturallySpeaking (or Windows Speech) know full well that extensive custom vocabulary is
a key to achieving high word recognition accuracy. For example, if you are a Building Surveyor, a standard
‘out of the box’ vocabulary will not have many of the surveying terms that you work with on a daily basis. Or
you might be a Teacher or Lecturer specialising in a specific academic subject and again, Dragon may not
have as extensive a vocabulary as you would like. With PhraseWizard, you can very quickly create a large
and extensive wordlist, for your own use and purpose, with many written/spoken forms included for import
into Dragon based on words and phrases relative to your individual field of work!
PhraseWizard is available in two (2) licenses:



The Demo version, which can be downloaded and tested for free and even without registration
The “Single End-user” economic license for up to five (5) full working sessions (cleanup of data and
saving of “phrases”), only when you decide to keep or save the results.

Below are a couple of screen captures of the PhraseWizard interface to give an idea of the amazing power
of the application exclusively for End-users of speech recognition systems:
Cleaning up data

Automatic Find & Collect of “Phrases” or terms

Please download a fully functional demo of PhraseWizard from https://www.tablemike.com/applications/

